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Introduction

Turning the Talon on and off

Wiring Diagram

In the Box

Lee McCormack is a UK Motorsport Racer and Creative 
Director at Summit Technologies Limited. 
Having spent many years of Club Racing at various UK 
Circuits, his passion to perform led him towards the 
Automotive Technology field.

“Competitive Motorsport is one of the most exciting past 
ttimes you can truly enjoy at all levels. Taking part is 
reasonably cheap, but if you want be at the front things 
can quickly become very expensive. That’s why I focussed 
our efforts on bringing the very best cutting edge 
technology to Motorsport Racers just like you and me, but without the ridiculous price tags that go 
with it.
Even I have been guilty of having rows and rows of switches controlling all manner of ancillaries in my
race carace car. I wanted a way to consolidate all the switches, in a clear and logical way that was safer than 
fumbling for the right switch mid-race. It needed to be compact but functional, programmable and
reliable with safety as it’s highest priority. It also needed to be available to all competitors, not just
those with massive racing budgets. So after many months of trials and design, I created the TALON. 
I truly believe that it will change the way you think about switches forever !”

The Talon is a revolutionary switch matrix, designed to be flexible for future changes, provide as
much functionality as possible and be a safer, more reliable way of consolidating any 12 volt vehicle
switches into a single unit.switches into a single unit.
By utilising internal solid state relays, it’s able to perform it’s own switching function and provide a 
regulated 12 volt 250 milliamp output on each of it’s 15 available channels. 
Each of those outputs can be wired into the vehicles own relays or switching circuits to enable the 
Talon to act as the central switch module for the entire vehicle.
The central architecture is based on our proven RAPTOR technology, borrowing a lot of the same
heavy duty components to provide reliability and longevity to the system.

Inside the box you will find;Inside the box you will find;

1.Talon Control Panel

2. Wiring Loom

3. A Set of Switch Decals

4. This Instruction Manual

To ensure that the Talon cannot be accidentally shut down, we have built in protection on the 
Talon’s Power Button.
        Once power is applied to the Talon, the system will be in Standby Mode.

        During Standby, the Talon will gently pulse it’s POWER LED signalling that 
        it is ready to be started.
        
                To start the Talon, Press and HOLD the Power button for 2 Seconds.
        This will activate the Talon and run a lamp test. On completion, the Talon 
        is fully operational.

To shut the Talon system down, just press and HOLD the power button for 2 seconds. 
    Please Note: This will return any switches to their OFF state.
       
        

Each of the Talon’s 15 switches provides a 12 volt 250 milliamp live once a button is pressed. This is
sufficient to provide power to switch heavy duty vehicle relays, such as Fuel Pumps, Starter Motors etc.
Each of the wires on the Talon Power Connector are numbered in accordance to the diagram below, 
and to their corresponding switches. The 12v POWER Feed to the Talon requires 10 amps, and 
MUST BE FUSED with a 15 amp blade fuse.
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When the Lighting Circuit Wire is 

connected to the 12v Lighting circuit 

of the car, the Talon automatically 

dims theLED’s on the front panel to 

compensate for the ambient light 

changes.
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Considering Switch PlacementTalon Mounting Options
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Functions and Settings

USB Charging Sockets

Removing the rear access panel of the Talon exposes the switch and Shift Light settings;

Switch Latching (ROW 1 / DIP 1 to 15)
Each of the numbered DIP Switches on this row corresponds to one of the switches, numbered 
in the diagram above. To enable the switch as a MOMENTARY, ensure the DIP switch is set to OFF
for that switch number. To enable the same switch to act as a LATCHING, ensure the DIP switch is
set to ON for that switch number.

Alarm Mode (ROAlarm Mode (ROW 1 / DIP 16)
We have included a neat feature in the event that you do not want to use your Talon’s shift lights.
By setting this DIP switch to ON, the Talon will strobe it’s shift light and sounder for ANY voltage 
that is applied down the shift light wire. This is useful for a low fuel alarm, Oil Pressure warnings and
so on. While this setting is activated, the sequential shift light will not be enabled.

Output Flashing (ROW 2 / DIP 1 to 15)
Flashing can be enabled on either a Momentary or a Latching switch state. To enable the flashing
option, move the coroption, move the corresponding numbered DIP switch to ON. This will then activate a flashing state
on either a MOMENTARY or LATCHING switch state.

FAST FLASH
Setting this DIP switch to ON, will double the flash rate from 250 ms to 125 ms cycles (2 flashes 
per second to 4 flashes per second). When using the Talon’s flashing output for your indicator 
or hazard lights, you need to use the 250ms setting to comply with UK IVA regulations.

5v 1000ma each
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